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Introduction
I'll never forget the night in Las Vegas that I went out
with Jeff. The dude was a stone-cold "natural." Which
is to say, he had an amazing natural way with women
(even if he seemed like a cocky asshole at times). We
weren't close friends, but I wanted to hang out with him
because I knew he had wicked game-and at the time,
I was desperate for some help meeting women.
We were at a nightclub in Las Vegas and we met two
hot girls who were off-duty casino waitresses. They
each had an outstanding pair of fake tits, as is the
custom with Vegas cocktail waitresses. I was ready to
do whatever it took could get these girls. I excused
myself and went to find the manager, who was a
friend-of-a-friend, to see if he could hook us up with a
VIP table and a bottle of vodka. I figured that would
impress the girls.
It took me twenty minutes to locate the manager, and when I did, he said he could set
me up with a table and a bottle ...for the discount price of $300. (This was a high-end
Vegas nightclub, after all.) I figured if Jeff would split the cost with me, it would be
worth it. So I ran back over to get him and the two girls...but they were all gone.
Nowhere to be found. I tried calling and texting Jeff's phone. No reply.
The next day, I finally got him on the phone. He answered groggily and told me the two
girls had just left his house; he'd been up all night having a three-way fuckfest. "Best
threesome I ever had," he told me.
"You're a dick! Why'd you leave the club without me!" I shouted.
"Sorry dude, but I really wanted both of them," he said.
He really wanted both of them? What the hell was that supposed to mean-he simply
decided he wanted to have sex with both girls, so he extracted them from the club, took
them back to his place, and had a threesome?
Well, as Jeff explained it, that's exactly what he did.
So now the question burning in my mind was how did he do it? Getting one of those
super-hot waitresses back to my place would have been a challenge...one that would
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have involved hours of conversation and plying her with alcohol. Yet Jeff pulled them
both from the club, in under twenty minutes, and closed the deal with both of them.
When my shock (and jealousy) subsided, I scheduled another hangout session with Jeff
so that I could hear exactly how he'd pulled off that miracle. He gave me a few
pointers-he said he'd done this nearly a dozen times with various women- but as it
usually is with "naturals," he couldn't really explain why he was so successful at it.
(Ask a guy who's naturally great with women what his "secret" is, and he'll usually say
something like "Just be confident and act like you don't give a shit." Which is of no help
to a regular guy trying to improve his game!)
It wasn't until I ventured into the world of "pickup" and started studying different
seduction systems that I began to fill in the blanks and understand why certain
techniques work on women. This is one of the keys to becoming consistently
successful. You've got to do more than learn the right openers and stories to tell; you've
got to know why those openers and stories are so effective, the emotional buttons they
push, the reasons why they create attraction, and so on.
You've got to learn the right tactics and understand the theory behind them. This is also
when you can start inventing your own openers, routines and stories, based on your
own personality, the environment, and the type of girl you're talking to. You'll no longer
need to rely on memorizing stuff.
The same holds true with getting threesomes. As I learned through trial and error, there
are specific techniques for guiding two women into your bed (and I explain them in this
book), but in order to use them successfully you need to understand why they work.
You need to know why one step leads to the next, how to know when to proceed to the
next step, which techniques to use if the conversation starts to fizzle out, and so on.
As I developed my pickup skills and started to consistently sleep with beautiful women,
"getting the threesome" was always an elusive challenge in my mind. It was something I
desperately wanted to experience. Really, what guy hasn't fantasized about it?
The problem was that I used to be like most guys, who think of threesomes as
something that only happens in porn movies, or in the lives of the rich and famous, or
maybe during a drunken, experimental night in college (never at my college,
unfortunately). They don't believe it's possible for a typical guy like themselves to pull off
one of these epic sexual adventures in the "real world."
In porn movies, threesomes "just happen." Some guy who's there to fix the plumbing or
clean the swimming pool walks into a room, stumbles upon two hot chicks fooling
around with each other, and so he whips his dick out and joins in! But in the real world,
none of us ever encounter these situations. I've certainly never met a plumber who's
had a threesome with two porn star-type chicks.
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While guys love the idea of a threesome, we don't think it's possible in reality...

Well, now it's time to shatter that m}1h.

Missed Chances

Thinking back on my own experiences, before I got my act together and developed my
game, I'd had opportunities for threesomes. A lot of us have, even if we didn't realize it
at the time. I remember one time at a college frat party I wound up with two really cute
girls sitting on my lap, one on each knee. Somehow we started making out with each
other. It was a three-way makeout session, with me taking turns with the girls and them
making out with each other!
But I had no idea where to take it from there. (The fact that I'd consumed about 17
beers didn't help.) One of the girls got distracted or weirded-out for some reason, and
jumped off my lap and went to refill her beer cup. I wasn't sure what to say to the other
one at that point, so she ditched me, too.
On another occasion I met two girls at a club and hung out and partied with them until
closing time. At different points in the night, I made out with each of the girls. They were
both very flirtatious and sexual (not to mention buzzed). When the club was about to
close, I asked them for a ride home because my ride had already left. So, they brought
me home and came into my house to use my bathroom. I suggested having a drink and
relaxing in my hot tub, which they agreed to!
So I'm chilling in the hot tub sipping a beer, with the two girls on either side of me,
stripped down to their bras and panties. I was feeling like a rock star. Both girls seemed
to be into me, and they were equally hot. But I didn't know which one to choose. I
started making out with Girl #1. While we were sucking face, Girl #2 was sitting there
feeling ignored. She hopped out of the hot tub, grabbed a towel, and said "they had to
go." They went home, and I passed out with my dick in my hand.
I now realize, I shouldn't have chosen either one. I should have orchestrated a
threesome! But I had no clue how to initiate it and see it through. The truth about
threesomes is that they're totally possible, but you have to take the lead and make it
happen.
Before we begin, I need to mention that you must have the fundamentals of seduction
down cold before you start using these threesome tactics. Your game needs to be solid.
If you're not yet confident in your ability to pick up a girl at a bar/club, you're not ready to
attempt picking up two girls simultaneously.
But if you've been having success using the techniques I teach, and you're ready to
turn every guy's sexual fantasy your reality, then add these strategies to your arsenal
and you can start making it happen!
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Your Wingman,
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Mastering Your Mindset
Threesomes usually happen in one of three ways:
•
•
•

You pick up two women who already know each other.
You introduce two women who don't already know each other.
You and a woman (possibly your girlfriend) bring home another woman.

In this book, we'll focus on the first two scenarios since this is what I assume you're
going for. If you and your girlfriend or wife want to try "swinging" and sharing your bed
with other women, that's a whole other subject.

Attitude Is Everything
Know this going in: threesomes are never definite. All girls will have sex with you if your
game is solid enough, but not all girls will have sex with you and another woman. That's
just the way it is; there's really no way around it. But when the logistics are right, and
you're in the presence of two girls who might be persuaded to have three-way sex with
you, there are techniques you can use to get them in the right state of mind and guide it
down that path.
A lot of situations involving two women (such as a girl
you're gaming at a club, and her friend) could lead to
threesomes. It's more possible than you might think. But
like I said before, most guys think of threesomes as being
completely out of their reach, so they don't even consider
the possibility. They end up trying to game one of the two
girls and fail, when they could have gamed both and
brought them both to bed. (By the way, gaming two
females really isn't any more difficult than gaming one. You
just need to be aware of certain things. I'll explain this in
more detail later.)
But before you start hunting for the two perfect candidates
to fulfill every man's sexual fantasy, you've got to get your
mental attitude straightened out-because it's going to take
confidence and leadership to pull this off.
Being comfortable with leading women, and making them feel comfortable being led by
you, is the essence of pulling off threesomes. Remember what I said earlier: the only
guys who "wind up" in bed with a pair of hot, horny, big-titted women are the guys in
porno flicks. In real life, it's up to you to take the lead and make it happen.
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There Are Only Two Types Of Girls
For starters, you must believe that you are a social, popular guy whose time and
presence is desired by many beautiful and important people. When you approach girls,
you need to banish any fear of "rejection" from your thoughts. My friend, the master
pickup artist Jon Sinn, gave me a piece of advice on this that I want to share with you.
These simple words of wisdom can really transform your attitude.
Sinn says that when you go out to meet women, you must tell yourself that there are
only two kinds of women in this venue tonight: fun ones, and boring ones. You're only
going to spend your time on fun women; the boring ones, you have no use for.
When you possess this mindset, you stop worrying about which girls are going to like
you; which ones might blow you off; and which ones are hot enough for you to want to
approach. None of that exists. You only think in terms of meeting fun girls, and ignoring
the boring girls.
When you view it this way, there is no such thing as "getting rejected." If you approach a
girl and she gives you the cold shoulder, it doesn't mean she's being a bitch. It doesn't
mean you suck at approaching women. It simply means that she's boring. And you don't
hang out with boring people, so you move on. Her loss!
On the other hand, if she's receptive to your approach and is friendly, there's a
possibility that she is fun. Now you'll give her a chance to prove to you that she's fun
enough to be with you tonight.
The other advantage of this mindset is that it opens you up to interacting with a lot of
different women. You shouldn't only focus your attention on the hot girls you want to
bang. Your goal should be to constantly interact. When you start talking to a girl who is
plain-looking (i.e. not bangable) but has a friendly personality, it becomes a lot easier for
you to meet other (and hotter) girls who are nearby, and bring them into your
conversation.
Threesome possibilities can materialize out of nowhere when you're being social and
interacting with people. Let's say you're at a club. You start talking to a girl who's only a
6 out of 10 on the "looks scale," but then her totally hot Brazilian friend (a 9) comes
over. So now you're hanging out with two girls, one of whom is extremely fuckable, and
now you're looking like a stud to all the other girls in the place. This makes it easy for
you to turn to the girls standing near you and ask them for their thoughts on whatever
you've been discussing. One of them is a smoking hot 9.5-a blonde with an amazing
rack.
You introduce all the girls to each other, take the whole group out onto the dance floor,
and now you're thinking how awesome it would be to get the Brazilian and the blonde
back to your place for a three-way fuckfest. So you put your arms around them and
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bring them closer together...they start dancing with each other, while you grind on that
magnificent Brazilian ass from behind ...and now you're going to follow a sequence of
steps to isolate these two girls from the others and create a scenario which can lead to
a threesome. You're going to put these two hot girls together-you're going to cast them
in the starring roles of your own epic sex fantasy.
There are different types of threesomes, which I'll discuss later, and a million different
variables. But the basic idea is always this: you need to be able to handle two women at
the same time and build attraction with both. Not "regular attraction," but the kind of
attraction that can inspire two girls to hook up with you and each other. As a guy, I can't
think of a greater confidence booster than waking up with two naked babes on either
side of you, sleeping blissfully after a night of incredible orgasmic pleasure.

Female Attitudes Towards Threesomes
Again, let's make a distinction between porno-world and reality, because you can't go
into this with ridiculous expectations. In pornos, every hot babe is a bisexual nympho or
a closet lesbian. But in reality, most women you meet won't look positively at the idea of
a threesome. They think about kissing or going down on another girl, and the whole
idea of doing "lesbian stuff' freaks them out (even if another guy is involved).
But the funny thing is, most women do think about kissing or being intimate with other
girls from time to time. This is different from how guys are. Heterosexual men don't have
daydreams about sucking a big fat cock, and don't find the idea of "fooling around" with
another man(and his hairy ass) appealing in any sense. We're totally turned off by it.
Yet it's very common for "straight" women to have sexual thoughts involving other
women. They suppress these thoughts because of the whole weird/scary lesbian
thing...but it still turns them on.
So one of the keys to getting threesomes is putting women in a mind frame where they
feel sexually open, adventurous and experimental...like it's okay and natural to go with
their hidden desires. You make it feel to them like "anything can happen tonight," and
you orchestrate it so that it winds up back at your place and the sex just seems to
happen. Nothing about it seems contrived, or forced, or weird.
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If one of the girls, or both of the girls, have never had a threesome before, you're
making them feel that it's completely safe and natural for them to explore that side of
their sexuality. Then you provide the environment, and give the two girls a nudge to get
things started ;)
Bisexuality is a state that you can put most women in. Not all women are going to be
willing to go there. Some will resist, due to their hang-ups or insecurities. But most
women are willing to try, as long as you're able to get them into the right state and
orchestrate the logistics so that the experience feels comfortable, exciting and sexy.
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Constant Interactions
Here's another point to consider if you want to increase your chances of pulling off
threesomes. The guys who fail to get laid at bars and clubs are the ones who spend
most of the night hanging out with their "bros" and occasionally make half-ass attempts
to talk to the hottest girls in the place. When they try to start conversations, they say
dumb things because they're so used to getting blown out by the hotties. These clowns
don't understand how to open and control a conversation in a smooth, natural way and
convey real confidence.
On the other hand, consider a guy like my buddy The Negotiator. He was an actual
Hostage Negotiator who was also a super-cool, charismatic dude who loved to go out to
clubs and pick up girls. He was incredibly successful at it, partly because his training
and experience as a Negotiator made him highly skilled at talking to people and using
specific language to hit their "emotional buttons."
(Think your job is stressful? When some lunatic is barricaded inside a bank with a
machine gun, threatening to blow away a bunch of hostages, they call in a
Negotiator...and when he communicates with that hostage taker, every word counts. It's
no wonder that for my friend, talking to some hot chick in a nightclub didn't faze him in
the least.)
Back to what I was saying. When the Negotiator and I first started hanging out, his
behavior around women puzzled me at times. We'd be at the club to meet hot girls, and
he would introduce himself to some bachelorette party full of middle-aged women and
spend some time chatting them up, flirting, "dirty dancing" with the fat woman, etc. They
were all having fun and the women were loving the attention, but obviously he wasn't
going to take any of them home. So why did he bother?
Or, he might start a conversation with a couple of dudes who happened to be standing
near us. He'd take a few minutes to learn about them and where they were from (this
was Vegas, where most people are tourists), give them some advice on the hot clubs to
go to, and answer whatever questions they had about the Vegas scene. While he was
talking to these two random guys, there would be hot babes all over the place-and I'd
be standing there thinking, "why the hell is he talking to a couple of guys? C'mon man,
go talk to some chicks so you can wing me!"
I was always in a rush. The Negotiator played it cool. And I usually wound up striking out
and going home alone, while he always took home some scorching-hot girl. He never
failed to score! And as I came to realize, his super-social personality was a big reason
why.
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If you saw the Negotiator at a club or bar, he was never not interacting with multiple
people. He'd be talking to one guy, vibing with him and having a cool conversation, and
at the same time he'd reach over to shake hands with another dude, and then some girl
he hooked up with in the past would come over to hug him ...and then the manager
would give him a fist-bump and call the waitress over to get him a free drink.. . he was a
center of social activity. All of these people were orbiting around him.
So when he spotted some cute chick standing nearby who he wanted to meet, do you
think he ever got blown off? No way. She'd want to meet him and see what all the fuss
was about! It was obvious that people liked him and gravitated towards him.
Now, the Negotiator was a very unique individual. Not all of us are wired to be hyper
social. We don't all want to be "the life of the party" or the constant center of attention.
That's okay. My point is, when you are always interacting with people and giving off that
type of positive energy, the other women in the venue notice you.
In order to pull off a threesome, you're going to need to project a lot of sexual
confidence-and there's nothing confident about a guy lurking in the corner all night
with his buddy, holding their beers against their chests and watching everyone else
having fun.
Talk to guys. Say hello to the girls you don't want to sleep with. The whole time, you're
building Social Proof-you're showing everyone in the place that you're "the man" who
people want to be around. I'm always introducing myself to the guys in the venue who
have high social status. It could be a bartender, the DJ, or some random dude who has
a good sense of style and seems cool. All you need do is flatter them. Introduce yourself
and pay them a compliment about something they're wearing, and you become their
new buddy.
I'll also befriend the manager of the venue if I get the chance. All I need to do is tell him
that I'm planning a bachelor party weekend for a buddy of mine and I'm interested in
knowing about their prices, party packages, etc. These guys are trained to remember
people and faces. Whenever I return in the future, he'll welcome me. Women always
notice the guy who walks in and gets welcomed by the high value people.
I know you want to learn all the seduction tricks and tactics, and clever things to say to
get chicks into your bed, but this is one of the first rules of pulling off threesomes: you'll
always have an easier time getting laid if you're in a venue where you have built-in
Social Proof.
If there are venues in your area where you regularly hang out (or want to hang out at),
take the time to befriend the people who have status there: the popular bartender, the
cutest waitress, the DJ, the doormen, and the coolest-looking customers. Establish your
hangout spots and "plant your flag." You'll know the key players by name, and they'll
know you. Then the hot girls are going to want to know you, too.
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Getting A Threesome With Two Girls Who Know Each Other
In this scenario, you approach two girls who are friends with each other. You might have
a threesome in mind right from the start. This requires you to have a highly advanced
level of game and confidence; your attitude is, "Banging one hottie tonight isn't enough.
I want two!'
If this is your mindset when you meet two hot women you rock. Picking up girls is no big
deal for you. You're interested in a challenge ...
More commonly, however, it starts as a regular pickup and then you expand it into a
threesome. For example, you approach two girls and both of them are attractive. You've
selected one of them as your "target" at first, but as the conversation flows, it seems
that both girls are into you. Now you're not sure which girl you should try to focus on!
It might also seem that if you try to isolate one of them, the friend could get jealous and
cock-block you, and you'll go home with nothing. So you decide to try to get them both
back to your place. (If a threesome doesn't happen, you've still got a shot at banging
one of them.)
So here's the strategy for the "two friends" situation. The moment you start the
interaction with the two girls, you should be gaming both of them. It's not like a normal
situation, where you'd view a pair of girls this way:
Girl #1 is your target
Girl #2 is the obstacle. You'll need to charm her at first, but eventually you want to
isolate your target.
When going for the threesome, you have to see both girls as your targets and follow
"the steps" with both of them.
As explained in my courses, the steps are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Approach and Open
Build The Bond & Gather lntell/Logistics
Neutralize Objections
Tease & Build Sexual Tension
Escalate
Close The Deal

Or, to simplify it:
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Start the conversation and make them feel comfortable with you while you determine
whether it's going to be possible for a threesome to happen with them tonight. If it
seems possible, then you're going to say things to remove any doubts they might have
in their minds about hooking up with you . You're also going to playfully tease them and
increase the level of sexual energy. Then you get them to come home with you , and
close the deal.
One of the cool things about gaming two women at the same time is that you're
automatically demonstrating huge confidence. Not many guys have the balls to
approach two attractive women-and those who do approach them will do it clumsily.
They make it obvious which one they want to hit on, which makes the other girl feel left
out and turns her into a cock-blocker.

Openers
There are no specific "threesome openers." You can use any of the openers in The One
Night Stand Playbook. Howe ve r, I've had the most success by using "flirt" (or "direct")
openers when I approach two women for a possible threesome.
I like these openers for two reasons: they show you've got a big pair of Alpha Male
balls, and they set the tone for the inte raction: I'm not a typical guy who's trying to
"make friends" with them and play 20 Questions ("so where are you from?" "have you
been to this place before?" etc). No. I'm a sexual Alpha Male, and they might as well
know this up front.
So I'll use openers like...
"You two are so cute , I had to come over and say hello."
"You guys look hot tonight, I wanted to come introduce myself."
"Look at you two, dressed all sexy tonight. Your parents let you out of the house
wearing that?"
Your opener should be targeted at both girls. Don't get hung up on what to say first, or
hesitate to approach because you're not sure "how to open"; the opener is the most
important and least important step. I say it's the "most important" because if you don't
approach, the interaction never begins. At the same time, it's the least important
because the goal of the opener is simply to catch their attention and get you in the door.
That's it.
After the ope ne r, use a question or a quick story to "hook" their interest, and then
control the frame. This means that you set the tone of the conversation. You lead it.
Most guys are too timid to take the lead, which is why most conversations at bars sound
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like some dull job interview. ("So what's your name?" "Where are you from?" "Oh, that's
nice." Blah blah ... )
You're going to flip the script. Hook their interest with questions, stories and techniques
such as Cold Reads and Hypotheticals (which I explain in-depth in my other courses,
and get them into the right mindset to relax, shed their inhibitions, and have some fun
with you tonight.
The other message you should be sending throughout the conversation is that you are
the one who has high standards. Are they fun enough, and cool enough, to hang with
you? That's the question. Again, this is the opposite of how most guys handle
conversations with women; they talk about whatever the girl wants to talk about, and
the whole time they're seeking her approval.
So here's a sample conversation between me and two girls, keeping those principles in
mind. Let's say I'm at a bar in California.
Me: You two are so damn cute, I had to come say hello. Let me ask you a quick
question-why is it that California girls are so cool and friendly?
Girl #1: Haha. Because we rock.
Me: I can tell you guys probably had a crazy busy week and tonight you're going to
party and get a little crazy.
Girl #2: Yeah, totally.
Me: So what are you drinking?
Girl 1: Cosmopolitan.
Girl 2: Sex on the Beach.
Me: Nice. We're totally doing a shot later because my buddy John the bartender is a
master mixologist. You guys are awesome, tonight's going to be fun. I can feel it.
(I give each girl a playful high-five. When our hands touch, I curl my fingers around their
fingers, give a light squeeze, and let go-initiating body contact.)
Me: Are those your boyfriends over there?
(I point to some silly-looking guys... "Jersey Shore"-type meatheads, or drunk frat boys,
or a couple of geeks... guys who are obviously not affiliated with these two hotties.)
Girl #1: Haha. No, we don't know them!
Me: Good, because I'm about to totally hit on both of you. I'm kidding. Kind of. Just so I
know-which one of you is the good girl, and which one is the bad girl?
Girl #2: She's the bad girl.
Girl #1: No I'm not! (laughs)
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Me : Good girls make the best girlfriends but bad girls are more fun to party with. I think
you're both good girls but you've got a naughty side. I'm right, aren't I.
Girl #1: Yeah, I guess...
Me: That's good to know because I can't hang out with uptight people. So far, so
good...you guys seem cool. So let me get your opinion on a friend of mine...
And here, I could do palm-reads on them, use the "ring routine," bust out a
Hypothetical, or use any number of other techniques to keep things flowing in the right
direction.
Obviously your conversation isn't going to follow the same script, but I'm giving you
ideas to work with. In that example, I did two things we ll: I controlled the frame, and I
"labeled" them when I got them to agree that A) they were all about having fun tonight
and getting wild, and B) they had a "naughty side."
By the way, I made up the whole thing about "my buddy John the barte nde r." I had no
idea who the bartender was. I said it to establish that the se girls and I were hanging out
with e ach other tonight. I planted the seed in their minds by telling the m that we're doing
shots later.
As the conversation continues, I'll control the frame and reinforce the labels I've given
them. I'll get them to talk about or admit naughty things and then tease them for being
"bad." I'll blame them for flirting with me. I'll playfully accuse them of trying to seduce
me. I'll use sexualized Cold Reads to keep amplifying the sense that tonight is about
being fun, spontaneous and adventurous. And I'll physically move them, which
demonstrates Alpha Male/leadership behavior.
I'll take their hands in mine, or put my arms around them, and say "C'mon, let's go grab
a seat." Or, "Let's bounce across the street to the other bar. Follow me." Or, "Let's go
dance, come with me," and I lead them onto the dance floor. Get them accustomed to
following your lead, and they'll follow you all the way to your bed.
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"Girls Kissing Each Other Is Natural ... "
Here's a cool question you can ask to spark
an interesting conversation, and create the
frame that girls hooking up with each other is
"totally natural." Remember when I mentioned
in the Introduction that if you ask girls "who's
the better kisser, men or women," they seem
to always answer "women?"
You can work this into a routine. Ask them the
question. Then say, "I'm totally not surprised
to hear you answer that way. Did you know
there was a survey on this, and 95% of
women answered the same way you did?"
So we'll chat about it and I'll say something like, "It's not a fair question really. Most
guys have no idea who kisses better, because we don't kiss other guys! But all women
have kissed other women. I know both of you must have."
This often gets them to share about some sexual experimenting they've done in the
past (usually it wasn't full-on lesbian sex, but maybe back in high school or college, or at
a party, they made out with a chick). There's almost always something you can draw out
of them.
It's also typical for girls to experiment with kissing each other when they're in their
prepubescent years-something boys don't normally do. You can work this fact into the
conversation, too.
To keep it flowing in this direction, you can also mention...
How it's totally normal for girls to think about kissing other girls. I like to
use this joke: "Did you know that 90% of women have admitted to
fantasizing about being with another woman? And the other 10% are
lying?"
How a lot of girls don't act on these thoughts because of things like peer
pressure and religion. This is your segue to talk about how you're a totally
open-minded person...you never judge anyone...and how people who are
sexually repressed are usually the most miserable people on earth!
(Often, they're hypocritical scumbags, too...think of the Bible-thumpers who crusade
against homosexuality and then get busted with male teenage prostitutes.) Get the girls
to agree with you that it's unnatural and harmful to repress your natural desires, and
healthy to express them.
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Also mention how you totally understand why women get curious and
experiment with each other. "Women are sensual creatures, and it just
makes sense that a beautiful woman would appreciate another
woman's feminine beauty..." etc. Make it sound like two women hooking
up is the most natural thing in the world. This is a great seed to plant in
their minds!
Note: At no time are you suggesting that the three of you should have a threesome. It
shouldn't even come up in the conversation. Your job is to build their attraction towards
you, and to get them into a state where they feel curious and excited about being with
each other sexually. Later, when it's time to close the deal, you'll be the one to bring the
elements together.

The Opposite Approach
Basically, the whole interaction should sound and feel like the opposite of a typical
conversation between a guy and a girl in a bar, which goes something like this...
GUY: Hey, how's it going tonight?
GIRL: Fine.
GUY: My name's Roger. What's yours?
GIRL: Annabelle.
GUY: Ah, ok. Cool. Nice to meet you. So what do you think of this place?
GIRL: It's okay.
GUY: So what do you do? Do you work around here?
GIRL: I'm a dental assistant.
GUY: Oh, really? That's cool.
GIRL: It was nice to meet you but I need to go find my friend.
Why is this guy asking these predictable, boring questions? Because he's trying to find
ways to kiss the girl's ass ("You're a dental assistant! Wow! Cool!"), and also because
he's hoping to find commonalities (things he has in common with her).
The problem is that he's done nothing to make her interested in talking to him. Why
would anyone want to submit to an "interview" by a total stranger? You've got to capture
their attention first, by opening well and transitioning into a cool conversation. As things
progress, you can mention what you do for a living (always framing it in the most
interesting, positive way possible), and find out things about the girl (s). This is all part of
the phase that I call Building the Bond. In order to seduce any girl, you've got to make
her feel comfortable with you, and exchanging information about yourselves (where
you're from, where you work, your interests and passions) is part of building comfort.
The key is to do this in a way that is fun and unpredictable, so that it never feels to her
like you're just another chump at the bar trying to make small talk.
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To give you an example, you can ask the same question one of two ways...
Predictable & Boring: "So where do you work?"
Unpredictable & Fun: (take her hand, look at it, and say) You have perfect hands. I
know that's sort of a funny compliment, but my friend Jennifer is a professional hand
model...y'know, like on commercials where they have a close-up of a woman's hand
holding a bar of soap, or showing off a diamond ring ...there's big money in hand
modeling. Are you in the modeling field at all?"
Other reasons why this is a cool routine: you're building physical contact (by holding her
hand), and building your Social Proof (you're saying you have a friend who is a
professional model).
Another example...
Predictable & Boring: "So what do you like to do on the weekends?"
Unpredictable & Fun: "There's more to you than meets the eye, I can tell. I bet you've
got some hidden talent or hobby that most guys would never guess about you. If you tell
me yours, I'll tell you mine."
Now let's talk a little more about Labeling, because it's really important for pulling off
threesomes. When you label a girl as being "naughty" or "adventurous," and get her to
agree, she's going to subconsciously behave in a way that matches that label. And
naughty and adventurous girls are the perfect candidates for a threesome!
So to pull off the threesome, you'll want to give girls these types of labels:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fun
Naughty
Wild
Sexually Aggressive
Uninhibited
Spontaneous
Adventurous
Intro Trying New Things
Up For Anything Tonight

Find ways to introduce these topics into the conversation and apply these labels to the
two girls...
"You and I are totally going to get along, because I can tell you're into trying new things.
I bet when you're with someone you like and trust, you're up for pretty much anything."
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"You remind me a lot of my friend Angela. She looks like the sweet, wholesome girl next
door, but she has this totally uninhibited, 'bad girl' side that comes out when she goes
out clubbing. If I put you and her together it would be trouble!"
"I can tell you're the type of girl who gets bored easily. I'm the same way. You want
some adventure in your life, and you're really into having new experiences..."
"I get the sense that you're a super spontaneous person-if you're having fun, you go
with the flow and see where the night takes you. That's the great thing about being
single and free...anything can happen tonight. Our married friends wish they were us
right now."
You get the idea. Introduce these topics into the conversation, and when she agrees
that she is these things (or expresses interest in being that way), then you reinforce the
label. If she says "I wish I had some adventure in my life, all I do is go to work and
sleep," then you frame tonight as an adventure and you say things to encourage her
adventurous side-which she said she wishes to express.
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Threesome Logistics
At this point you also want to figure out if the Logistics
are going to be right for a possible threesome. I cover
this topic in much more detail in The One Night Stand
Playbook, but for threesomes you basically just need
to find out a couple of things.
First, find out what they've got going on tomorrow. You
want to know if they need to be up bright and early for
some reason or if they have some big day planned
anything that means they're going to go home early to
sleep.
I always gather Logistics discreetly. Instead of asking "So what are your plans for
tomorrow?" (which is kind of a weird question to ask early in a conversation), I might say
"I'm going to get a little crazy tonight because I finally have a day off tomorrow. Are you
guys off tomorrow, too?"
I also want to find out if they're here with boyfriends, or waiting for boyfriends to show
up. I never straight-up ask them if they have boyfriends; instead, I make a flirtatious,
confident statement that makes them smile:
"Your boyfriends had better not be around, because you're both so cute I'm going to
have to start flirting with you."
This prompts them to say whether they're with their boyfriends tonight. By the way, I
don't give a shit if they have boyfriends; I just want to make sure a couple of pissed-off
dudes aren't going to come walking over 15 minutes from now and ruin my game.
If the Logistics are right (they don't need to be up early, they aren't with their boyfriends,
and most importantly they're FUN to talk to),then carry on with the conversation. Stay in
control and guide the mood of the interaction ...keep it fun, interesting, unexpected, and
flirtatious (leading to sexual).
At this stage you're building comfort with them, so you'll want to use techniques like
Cold Reads, Hypotheticals, and Storytelling to find out more about them-their
passions, ambitions, where they're from, etc. You don't need to get into extended
discussions on any of these topics. Let them do most of the talking. It's your job to keep
things flowing and moving. You want to give them the sense that they know you, and
that you know them on a level that goes much deeper than a standard bar/club
conversation.
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Remember, they've got to feel comfortable with you in order to come back to your place
with you. And if they don't come back to your place, the threesome won't happen.
You can't feel to them like some random, mysterious stranger-there needs to be some
bonding going on.
(During the conversation, I'll also plant seeds about where I live. I'll mention that it's
nearby, that I live alone and it's really chill and private...I'll make it sound like a totally
comfortable place to go relax.)
It's also cool to maintain a sense of mystery and have them draw information out of you
rather than you forcing your stories on them. When you get them on the topic of where
they grew up, instead of saying ''I'm originally from New York," you could say "I'm lucky I
grew up where I did. Growing up in a big city really shaped who I am."
This naturally prompts them to ask you where you're from, and then you can turn it into
a little game and make them try to guess. (You're making them put in some work to
earn points with you.)
You must also give them the sense that you're a high value guy who doesn't just sleep
with any random girl, no matter how hot she is. The girls you are talking to need to
prove they are special in order to hang out with you (and later, to get naked with you).
The trick here (and you can get good at this, with practice) is to create dynamic three
way conversations. When you're using techniques and routines, you're involving both
girls at the same time. You can use a Cold Read on Girl #1 and another Cold Read on
Girl #2.
For example, "I can tell a lot about you two already. You (pointing to Girl #1) are just like
me when it comes to making friends. You don't trust people easily, but when you do
trust someone and let them into your inner circle, you're the best friend they've ever
had. And you (pointing to Girl #2), you're really good at giving advice. Your own
personal life hasn't been perfect, but you're a good listener and you've got a knack for
helping your friends figure out their problems."
Here's another good one:
"I can tell you go on a lot of dates, but have trouble finding someone you're actually
interested in. Then when you do find that person, you usually lose interest very quickly."
Women always seem to agree with this one! I've even had girls look at me in shock and
say "Oh my God, that's amazing. How did you know that?"
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(As with all good Cold Reads, these observations apply to pretty much all women...yet
they make you sound deep and insightful. You can use them on one girl, or on two girls
at the same time.)

Escalation
When trying to pull off a threesome with two
girls, physical escalation during the
conversation is key. Start early! High-fives,
thumb-wrestling, palm reading, playful touches,
etc...you can use routines and stories that
create a reason for you two touch them.
After you've done some comfort-building, you'll
also want to move them to a different area of
the bar/club where the three of you can sit
down, preferably with you in the middle (a
couch is ideal). The best positioning is to have
them both facing you, you're your back to a
wall-so that they're focused on you, with
nothing going on behind you to distract them.
With you sitting in the middle, you can build physical contact with both of them at the
same time...resting your hand lightly on their knees, putting your arms around both of
them, etc.
Here's another tactic: talk about how sensitive the kneecaps and upper legs can be, and
rub their kneecaps and upper legs. Tell them to try it out so they'll do it to each
other. Talk about how sensual women can touch, so you make them do it to each other.
Touch one girl first, then tell the other girl to do the same, so she'll notice how sensual it
is. Then switch girls and make the other one do it to the other girl.
Remember to pay an equal amount of attention to each girl. This might require some
effort on your part because in some cases, one girl is the "talker" and the other girl is
more quiet. Or, one girl could be more "touchy" than the other. Try to keep it balanced.
Also escalate verbally by sexualizing the conversation. Most guys try to dance
around the fact that they're looking to get laid. They hide their sexuality and try to come
off like a nice, sweet, harmless guy who just wants to talk and be friends. You'll never
get a threesome with that strategy (unless you're an actor in a porn movie). Instead, flip
the script and mention how you are going to flirt with them/hit on them/seduce them.
If the girls smile, laugh, tease you about it, etc., and keep hanging around and talking to
you, you know they're not opposed to that idea! It actually becomes a fun, exciting
game to them, and they feel safe with the idea because there are two of them: you're
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outnumbered. They'll want to see if you're as cool and sexually confident as you appear
to be ... can you back it up?
So you say things such as...
"I'm glad your boyfriends aren't around because I'm about to totally seduce you guys.
Only kidding. Actually I might... but only if you keep being fun."
"Your outfits are so cute, I don't know if I can stop myself from hitting on both of you.
I've never tried hitting on two girls at the same time. This could be a fun experiment."
"Just so you know, I came over here to hit on you (point to girl #1) but now that I see
you both up close, I'm going to have to hit on both of you."
You can also "blame the flirtation" on the girls. I give lots of examples of this in the
Instant Sexual Activation book. Here are some that you can use with two women:
"If I start hitting on you guys it's going to be all your fault because of your outfits. I
thought your outfit was hotter at first (point to girl #1) but then I noticed your awesome
jeans (point to girl #2)...anyway, I can't be held responsible if I become incredibly
charming and flirtatious."
"If the three of us wind up in bed together tonight it's going to be all your fault. I only
came here tonight to chill out and listen to some music, and now you've got me in 'rock
star party mode.' You're such a bad influence."
"I know you two came here tonight to pick up hot guys. Or maybe to share a hot guy.
Just promise you won't just use me for your own sexual gratification and throw me aside
tomorrow like a used Kleenex."

You can also:
-Tell them what you want.

(Do this throughout the interaction to build compliance. When you frame yourself as the
leader and they feel comfortable complying with your directions, getting them back to
your place is easy.)
"I want to sit. Let's grab a seat over there."
"Come sit on my lap."
Here's one of my favorites: I gently run my finger along her lips and say, "Your lips look
so soft. Kiss my cheek." I lean in and let her kiss my cheek, as if I'm testing to see if
they're as soft as they look. Then I reward her: "I was right, they're amazing."
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When I'm sitting down with the girls, I might say this:
"Tell me if you like this new cologne." Then I lean in, gently pull Girl #1 towards my neck
and have her sniff. Then I have Girl #2 do it.This a sensual move that always makes a
nice impression, because I always wear great cologne. Also, I like to let girls know that
I'm a clean, hygienic person who smells good up-close. An excellent seed to plant.
- You can also express the traits you find hot in a girl.
Say, "I love girls who are aren't afraid to be sexual when they're with someone they
like."
I've also said this line...
"You know that Usher song that goes, 'I want a lady in the street but a freak in the bed?'
That's the type of girl I like... classy in public, but when we're being intimate together
she doesn't anything hold back."
Or ...
"I cannot be with a girl who's not a good kisser. Have you ever hooked up with someone
who you thought was hot, but they were terrible at kissing? That's the worst..." (I imitate
a fish, sucking in my cheeks and puckering my lips like I'm the worst kisser ever ...this
always makes girls crack up.)
Then I'll get on the subject of kissing, whether they're good kissers, etc. You can ask
them, "Which one of you is the better kisser?" Or, "How would you rate yourselves as
kissers, on a scale of 1-10? I say I'm about an 8, but girls tell me I'm a 9.5 ..." (However
they rate themselves, you can say "Hmm, well I'll be the judge of that.")
Or, here's a great line you to use to strengthen the frame...
"I love women who love women."
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Sexualized Cold Reads
I explain in the Instant Sexual Activation book how "cold
reads" are a powerful conversation tactic, and I gave some
examples above. (If you're ever looking for something to say
next, you can always bust out a cold read.) When gunning
for a threesome, you can use sexualized cold reads to get
them in the right mindset:
"I can tell that when you're with a guy you feel really
comfortable with, you're sexually adventurous. You'll try
new things...and you've discovered some things that you
really, really like."
"I can tell that you're a very sexual, sensual person. Not many guys have gotten to see
that side of you...but when you're with someone you really like and feel comfortable
with, you're amazing in bed."
"I get the sense that you don't have the same hang-ups about sex that some of your
friends do. You're up for new experiences, which is cool."
"You seem totally comfortable with your sexuality. You don't need to flaunt it like those
girls who dance on top of the bar and want all the guys to check them out... actually, I've
found those girls are usually pretty lame in bed. But I bet you two would surprise me."
If one of the girls shows signs of having a bitchy or high-maintenance attitude, here's
one that works great: "Y'know, I can tell that you intimidate a lot of guys when they first
meet you, but in bed you probably love being totally dominated." (This is true of all of
the "hot bitchy girls" I've met...what they really want is an Alpha Male or a Bad Boy who
will fuck their brains out.)
In Instant Sexual Activation I provide a bunch of different stories you can tell to spark
cool conversations. I suggested using stories involving relationship dramas since those
are topics that women will always want to talk about. These stories always end with a
question, which is meant to spark a discussion.
(For example, here's a new "relationship drama" story: "So my friend Mike is getting
married and I'm in charge of planning the bachelor party. Naturally it's going to involve
midget strippers, a donkey, and massive amounts of alcohol. Well, his fiancee Melissa
called me today and said she wants to know where the bachelor party is going to be, so
she can make a 'surprise appearance' and make sure Mike is behaving himself. There's
no way I'm telling her...that would be a total violation of the bachelor party code! So
now she's pissed off at me...seriously, would you get all freaked out about your
fiancee's bachelor party and try to spy on him? Wouldn't you just trust him?")
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A story like that will break the ice with a whole group of women and make them chime in
with their opinions and own stories. Even better, the ensuing discussion will allow you to
"plant seeds" in their minds about how much you value things like honesty, loyalty,
being able to trust the person you love 100%, etc. This makes it a great story to use.
Now, when trying to hook up a threesome, you can tell similar stories to the two girls
but your goal isn't to demonstrate qualities like loyalty and honesty. You're not trying to
convince them of what a great boyfriend you'd be-you're trying to get two hot chicks
back to your place for some X-rated action! So, your stories should center around
subjects like being adventurous, spontaneous and sexually uninhibited. Those are the
kinds of seeds you want to plant.
Here are some examples of stories/questions you can use with two girls, as you lay the
groundwork for a threesome. Just keep in mind, you want to build a good level of
comfort with the girls before you get into the sexual stuff. Otherwise, it can seem
creepy. If you've been building comfort for a while and now you're teasing them about
being naughty, flirting with you, etc...and they're responding with smiles and
giggles...then it's okay for you to start going deeper into sexual territory.
"Have either of you ever kissed a girl? I mean a real kiss."
(I can follow up with a little story: "My friend Amanda found out that a girl she's known
for years has a crush on her. Like, she wants to hook up with her. And the girl is actually
very beautiful. Amanda has only been with men, so she thought it was strange at first,
but a little flattering...and now she's sort of curious what it would be like to kiss her.")
"You two are a bit naughty so I'm sure you'll have a good answer for this. My friend
Mandy has been complaining to me that her sex life with her boyfriend has fizzled out.
She thinks maybe if they try some 'role playing' in the bedroom it could spice things up
and she asked me for ideas. What kind of role playing scenario do you think would be
hot?"
"I can tell you girls are sexually uninhibited, so let me ask you this ...why do so many
girls fantasize about having sex while other people watch?"
When they laugh, I explain my question: "I'm asking because this girl I've been seeing
asked me if I would do her from behind, in front of her big living room window, so that all
the people who live across the street can watch. She says it would be a turn-on."
Notice how I reinforced the Label (they're naughty girls, sexually uninhibited) before I
asked the question.
Whether they agree or disagree, I can follow up with: "So what's the craziest place
you've ever had sex?"
Or...
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"Did you know you can tell a lot about a person by what their favorite sexual position is?
You (point to girl #1 ), I'm going to guess doggy-style, with some hair-pulling and ass
smacking. And you (point to girl #2), I think you like to be on top. The power position."
(It doesn't matter whether your guess is right or wrong. You're introducing a topic that is
opening up the conversation to sex.)
Don't overdo it. The idea isn't to get them all hot-and-bothered right now. It's to build
sexual comfort with them-the idea that the three of you are sexually open people and
that sex is something fun, exciting and natural. After talking about these topics for a little
while, I'll switch it up and ask them an unrelated question to get the subject off sex.
(Remember what I say in the Instant Sexual Activation book about sexual tensionyou want to get the girl a little excited, then pull back. Then get her a little more excited,
then pull back again. It's the same with physical escalation; if you're holding her hand
and caressing it, don't keep trying to do it forever. Move your hand away and make her
miss your touch, until you re-initiate contact. Keep them wanting more...)

Other Sexual Escalation Techniques
- If the venue has a dance floor,
physical escalation can happen very
easily. Hold their hands and pull them
onto the dance floor. While holding their
hands, move to the music (dancing
non-sexually at first). Then push the
two girls towards each other and get
them to do some "dirty dancing" while
facing each other. You can direct it. Get
one of them to grind on the other, while
you dance with one of them face-to
face. Do a train (girl is grinding on her
friend, her friend is grinding on you).
Go back to dancing with them non-sexually while holding their hands ... then move them
together again so that the dancing is up-close and more sexual. (The periods of hand
holding and non-sexual dancing helps to make them feel that they're safe with you, and
that you're not just trying to bang them; you're watching over them and "protecting"
them from the other males, so that they can enjoy their dancing.)
Sometimes you can get the girls to start kissing each other right there on the dance
floor. Or, you can kiss one of them and then kiss the other. (Don't try to make out with
them in the venue. Keep the kissing light-this shows that you've got self-control, and it
jacks up the sexual tension.)
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If they both start dancing with you up close and touching you at the same time, playfully
accuse them of "molesting" you: "Ladies, stop molesting me in front of all these people.
It's okay if we're alone, but I don't want my friends thinking I'm a slut." Play it up for
laughs.
Or, "You know, I'm really tired of you women treating me like some kind of piece of
meat. I have feelings too, and I don't just like being thought of as a sex object."
- Use your camera phone for a "photo shoot." Girls love to have their picture taken,
especially when they're dressed sexy for a night out. Turn on your phone camera and
get them to do some poses. Start with regular poses, then have them do some more
naughty and daring ones. Have one of them sit on your lap for a silly picture. Switch
girls, and take one with her on your lap. Then the three of you can huddle together and
review the pictures. This is a great way to have fun with two girls and build physical
contact at the same time.
- Say you read an interesting study recently. It said that when two people have the right
"sexual chemistry" together, there is a powerful feeling of sexual tension when they
touch each other. You say "let's see if we have the right sexual chemistry." Then you
lean in, kiss Girl #1 on the cheek very slowly (let your lips linger on her cheek for a few
seconds), and gaze into her eyes. Let your sexual fantasies flow through your mind
while you look in her eyes. Then repeat it on Girl #2. And then, get the two girls to do it
to each other. This routine is definitely going to make them feel some funny tingling
sensations. Whatever they're feeling ... nervousness, awkwardness, horniness...you can
say is "sexual chemistry."
You say something like, "Wow, this is amazing. There's like this electric current running
through the three of us. Total sexual chemistry." (Then you can break the tension by
teasing them: "Now I understand why you two have been trying to seduce me all night.
You can't help yourselves.") Then, hold their hands and switch the conversation onto a
non-sexual topic.
You can take it up a notch by finding out "who kisses better. "better. Kiss one of the girls
on the lips, then get the other girl to kiss the girl you just kissed. Ask her who she
thought kissed better. Then repeat the process with the other girl now at the receiving
end. If you lose, you say you are amazing at working your magic on neck, no one can
beat you to that. You know where this is going I hope.
The key to all of this sexual escalation is to follow through. Your goal is not to get a
phone number or to make out with the girls in the venue. It is to get them back to your
place and achieve the threesome. If the Logistics suddenly change and you know that
bringing them back to your place won't be an option, then sure, get their phone numbers
(both of their numbers) and keep them as a future possibility. But if everything is
proceeding smoothly, it's your job to lead this interaction all the way down the path to
sex.
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Passing Tests
Women will often try to verbally "test" you to find out if
you're actually a cool, confident guy, or just putting on a
front. When you're flirting with two girls in the hopes of
getting a threesome, a common test you'll encounter is
when Girl #1 steps away from the group, and Girl #2 is
able to talk to you one-on-one and wants to know which
one you're into. Are you trying to hook up with her, or
her friend?
(The answer is both, but you don't want to say this!)

Here are some things that the girl might say in this situation, and how you can respond:
Girl #2: I think my friend likes you.
Me: That's a nice thing to hear, from someone as adorable as you. (I make
contact ... curling my hand around hers, moving the hair away from her face and tucking
it behind her ear, etc.)
(Now she's a bit confused ...what I am saying here, exactly? Wait a minute, do I like her
friend or do I like her? And this is how you pass the test: you don't indicate that you
prefer either girl. You act equally into both of them.)
Girl #2: Wait, so likeme?
Me: Of course I like you.
(If I've already kissed her, I'll give her a small kiss on the lips now.)
Now, Girl #1 comes back to rejoin us-and I switch my attention over to her, taking her
by the hand, twirling her around, "welcoming" her back to our little group. I give her a
kiss on the cheek and tell her she has "the softest skin." Then I go back to giving both
girls equal attention, holding hands with both of them.
You don't need to try to memorize any of this, and of course every situation has
different variables. One of the girls might try to test you in the same way, using a
different method. The key is to stay cool and keep seducing them both, never giving one
of them the idea that you are more or less interested in being with them. You're into
them both.
Sometimes, one of the girls won't be comfortable with this and will "drop out"-she'II
stop flirting with you and want you and her friend focus on each other. If this happens,
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just go with the flow. You probably won't be able to pull the girl who dropped out back
into a three-way flirtation.
In these situations, what usually happens is I bring both girls back to my place to hang
out and have drinks. The girl who "dropped out" knows that me and her friend are down
to hook up with each other, so we'll slip into my bedroom and have sex while the friend
stays in the living room and watches TV. It's not a threesome, but it's still a lay ;)

Getting Them Back To Your Place
As for how you extract them from the venue and get them back to your place, these
techniques are covered in Instant Sexual Activation. Basically, you can do it one of
two ways:
-

Invite them to come straight back to your place. The key is to provide a reason
why they should come with you. (You want to show them something cool, share
a great bottle of wine with them, etc.) When going for the threesome, you still
want to give the girls the "plausible deniability" they subconsciously need to feel
totally comfortable about sex.

-

Or, bring them to another "bridge spot" where you can keep hanging out and
building more comfort. Moving girls to a different bar/club can work in your favor
because it builds compliance. It also creates a "time distortion" effect: when you
hang out with girls in several locations during the course of one night, it feels like
you've all known each other longer than you actually have. Just be sure to keep
the energy level up. Don't take them to eat; go to another bar, club or lounge.
Then come up with a reason for them to come with you back to your place.

When I'm with two girls I normally skip the "bridge spot" and bring them straight back to
my place. I find the bounce is usually unnecessary, and I figure why risk messing up a
good thing? You never know what kind of logistical problems might pop up at the next
venue you bring them to.
Spending a lot of time building comfort, in order to make them feel okay about coming
home with you, isn't as necessary with two girls because there's safety in numbers.
Whereas one girl might think twice about going home with a guy she met tonight, two
girls are a lot more likely to think "sure, why not."
Still, you can't skip the comfort building. Even when you hit it off with hot girls, you're all
flirting up a storm, and it seems like a sure thing, you should always lay the right
groundwork so that you don't run into problems and resistance later.
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Now That The Three Of You Are Alone ...
Congratulations, Casanova. You got them back to your place,
which means you're in the home stretch. Don't wuss out now!
Stay in control of the frame and lead what happens next.
Don't ask a bunch of questions. ("Do you want a drink?" "Do you
want to sit on the couch?" "Do you feel like listening to some
music?" Etc.) Instead, stay in control and make it happen.
Tell them to take off their shoes and relax. Tell them you're
going to pour some drinks. Tell them to make themselves
comfortable on the couch. Put on some music. Just do it.
My usual routine is this: I fix us some drinks, then I take a seat on the couch with the
two girls on either side of me. I turn on the TV to some random program. I sit back and
build some light contact with both of them, resting my hands on their knees... l use my
fingers to do a little caressing and massaging ... while we sip our drinks and talk some
more. I'll run my First Kiss Routine on Girl #1 and kiss her for 5-10 seconds. Then, I turn
to face the other girl and kiss her. Then I bring both girls together to kiss each other.
Once this happens, I know the threesome is on.
If you've got a hot tub, then you've got the perfect location to situate yourself between
the two girls and run this routine. (You might want to get a place that has a hot tub for
this reason!)
If you've never witnessed two girls making out in front of you (in your home!), it's a
glorious thing to behold-just don't have a mental orgasm or act all weird. Stay cool and
in control. Let them play with each other. They're not thinking about you right now;
they're enjoying each other. Remember, this is how you set the frame from the
beginning-tonight is about them acting on their desires to be with another woman.
As for the sex, threesomes don't normally go down the way they do in porno movies
where both girls are craving the guy's cock and can't wait to get boned. In real life, you
usually won't be the center of attention. At least not at first.
Threesomes are about the females' pleasure. You're going to use your sexual skills to
enhance their pleasure. Watch them play with each other for a while. Look for a signal
that one of them is building up to an orgasm, and then join in. Start licking her clit. Send
her over the edge into total ecstasy!
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After each girl has had an orgasm (or a few), then you can get into the penetration.
Take your time, think of something besides the fact that you're having sex with two
women, and make the experience last.
I keep a couple of different vibrators in my nightstand so that the girls can use them on
each other. When I feel myself getting close to cumming, I'll take a break and use a
vibrator on them. You want to be able to last as long as they're into it.
If they team up to service you (receiving a blow job from two women at once is an
indescribable feeling), great. I've had girls do this to me as a "reward" after I've been
helping them both to come for a while. In porno movies, the girls immediately start
blowing the guy; in real life, this usually happens after the girls have been at it for a
while and you've been "helping out."
You can also maintain your leadership role and direct
the action. Some girls think it's hot to have the guy
instructing them what to do, where to kiss each other,
etc. It depends on the situation. Most girls who've
enjoyed threesomes would agree: being with a soft,
luscious woman and a strong, dominant MAN at the
same time is the ultimate sexual experience.
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Threesome Strategy #2: Bringing Two Of
Your Fuck Buddies Together
The other common way to arrange a threesome is to take two girls
you've been sleeping with (separately) and introduce them to each
other. The best candidates are girls you've been with a few times,
but there isn't a deep emotional connection. (You don't want
jealousy to become a problem.) Like I've said before, most women
are at least curious about being with another women-and a lot of
them are willing to try it, if it's a situation they feel comfortable with.
It's up to you to create this "comfort zone."
You can start figuring out which girls would be good candidates for
a threesome. After I sleep with a girl and we're lying in bed talking,
I'll often ask her if she's ever been with another woman, or is
curious about it. If the answer to either question is "yes," then I'll
keep her in mind as a future threesome candidate. If she tells me
she loves being with women, then she'll be at the top of my list!
I'll say to her, "That's good to know, because I've got a really beautiful friend I want to
introduce you to sometime. The three of us would have an incredible time together."
Then, when I figure out which girl I want to recruit to complete the threesome, she'll be
the "beautiful friend" that I introduce to her.
Another way to broach the subject: when you're hanging out with a girl, pretend like you
caught her checking out a really attractive woman. If you're hanging out with her in a bar
or club, you can say "Did I just catch you checking out that girl over there?" When she
denies it, say "Well you have to admit, she is beautiful." This is a safe way to phrase it,
since women appreciate beautiful things and beautiful people. This gets you onto the
topic of talking about female beauty, the "survey" that says how most girls are curious
about being with a woman, and so on.
If she seems like she might be down for a threesome, mention how you want to
introduce her to your "beautiful friend" sometime and then switch to another topic. The
seed has been planted.
A great line to use in these situations is to say "I'd love to share you with another
woman." The phrasing is key: you're not saying "we should try a threesome." You're not
asking if she's interested. You're laying it out there: you'd love to share her with another
woman. Sounds kinda sexy and intriguing, doesn't it? It even sounds generous on your
part. You're willing to share!
Now, when you've got two candidates lined up-two girls who you've slept with, who
don't know each other-it's on you to arrange the event. Invite them both out to a club
for a fun night out. When you talk to each of them separately to make the plans, tell
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them both to "wear something sexy, because you're going to meet my beautiful friend
tonight and it's going to be a lot of fun." If they press you for details, tell them you don't
want to spoil the surprise.
Telling them to "wear something sexy" is a big part of establishing tonight's mood.
Women's personalities are heavily influenced by what they're wearing; you want them to
show up feeling confident, sexy and desirable.
I text them each before they show up at the cl ub: "I think this could be the night where
your threesome fantasy comes true. We'll see. Anyway, I have a surprise for you..."
So, you'll introduce the two girls to each other and make sure everyone has fun. You
don't need to worry about planting seeds in their minds about the possibility of a
threesome, because they both know what tonight is about. You'll know pretty soon
whether the two girls are "clicking" and it's going to work out.
Use the conversation techniques from Instant Sexual Activation to keep things
flowing... and by all means, build body contact-you and both girls, and more
importantly the girls with each other. Get them onto the dance floor and direct the action
so that the two girls dance together and turn each other on. Get them comfortable with
touching each other. When the three of you are sitting down together, you can use the
techniques I explained earlier to build the sexual tension between the two girls (get
them to kiss each other, stare into each other's eyes, etc.)
Since you've already been with both of these girls separately, you don't need to worry
about stuff like Logistics, or screening them to build up your value. Just have fun and
control the frame-tonight is all about being spontaneous, having fun, cutting loose,
trying something new. That's the mindset you want them to be in, so your stories, cold
reads, and other techniques should work these angles.
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